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Key Issues in Modern Jewish History. How emancipation, nationalism, capitalism and liberalism affected the Jews. Israel History. Israel’s War of Independence. Establishing a new nation and defending it. Jewish History. False Messiahs in Judaism. Many have claimed to be the Jewish Messiah, and the results have often been disastrous. American Jews. Black Wedding: Marrying the Spanish Flu Away. This Jewish response to a devastating epidemic in the early 20th century drew on a mixture of Eastern European customs and inspired both fierce proponents and harsh critics. Ladino. The 11 Best Ladino Expr Once we asked, “Who is a Jew?” Now the big question is, “What is Jewish History?” Both questions are largely academic and typical of a particular mindset that desires to know exactly how to characterize human affairs and where other human beings fit it. It is a product of Western philosophical culture, modern nationalism, and indeed scientific categorization. I don’t for the life of me understand why it has taken me so long to read Moshe Rosman’s excellent How Jewish is Jewish History? (Littman Library of Jewish Civilization). I must have been sleepwalking, for it is a most important and esse